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Hebrew, rather than French or Scouser, was 'the immediate language of the Holy Spirit'.) Your disapproval, or the idea of it, is important. For however far I imagine I have travelled away from you, I shall still find that you have travelled with me.
Even so, I have an idea of a 'heremost here' which will be a place where we come nearest to parting company and where I, who have for so long endeavoured to think along with you, will feel able to reverse our positions and invite you to think along with me, as I follow the way my thoughts, on the far side of my distances from you, take me.
And you should be glad of this. Did you not say that you wanted your collected oeuvre to be a matter of 'Ways, not works'? As you wrote, in a Preface to the Gesamtausgabe, composed a few days before you died, the point is not 'to communicate the opinion of the author, and not to characterise the standpoint of the writer' but to 'awaken the confrontation about the question concerning the topic of thinking '. 77 Nietzsche put the essential point more succinctly: 'One ill repays one's teacher if one remains forever a pupil.' After thirty years as your sometimes sceptical pupil, it is time that I moved on from, and out of, your spell, magician of Messkirch.
My place and my agenda, then. I am less sure about the agenda than about the place: where better than an old wall not far from the sea? I could just as well have settled for a wall in my favourite place in Cornwall as for one in the Greek islands. But sunshine -warm, secure, endless -is not negotiable, and that must mean Greece, though I shall not be surprised if I do not find myself drifting sometime in the direction of Cornwall; for I have been trying to arrive there once, twice, three times, even four times, yearly for over twenty years. 78 Here, then, is my place. And here are its elements: warmth, the sound of the sea, an old wall, sunlight. As I think -talking to a place somewhere between us -I shall endeavour to be simplified to those essential elements, to be given over to them as completely as it is possible for one whose life carries the full burden of the complexity built up over many decades of urban busyness. As we talk, or half-talk, or quarter-talk, I shall sit on the wall, enjoying the sunlight warm on my arm, listening to the sea, with my eyes half-closed.
The sea, I have decided, will be a little remote, a few hundred yards away. Between my thoughts and the sea's edge will be one of those perfect little beaches made of rounded middle-sized pebbles, polished for thousands of years by tides, the wind and time. As each clear wave breaks, the sea water will sluice through them, hissing and plashing and gurgling before completing its retreat unclouded. Close up, the
